INTRODUCTION
============

Like most retroviruses, the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1) selectively packages two copies of its RNA genome ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4]). The two copies are held together as a non-covalent dimer at the dimer linkage structure (DLS) ([@B5; @B6; @B7]) in the 5′-leader RNA ([@B8],[@B9]). The RNA dimer has been shown to exert advantageous roles in reverse transcription, including in promoting recombination and generation of drug-resistant strains and its formation has been linked to packaging of the genomic RNA and viral maturation ([@B3],[@B4]).

Stem loop1 (SL1) is a highly conserved 35-nt hairpin in the HIV-1 5′-leader RNA ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) and a key component of the DLS structure ([@B6],[@B7],[@B10]). SL1 contains a self-complementary GC-rich apical loop that promotes dimerization of the HIV-1 genome by forming metastable kissing dimers that are held together by intermolecular base-pairing ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B1],[@B2],[@B6],[@B7]). During viral maturation, the metastable kissing dimer undergoes a transition into a more stable dimer in which the two genome copies are more strongly associated ([@B11],[@B12]). This transition occurs following the proteolytic release of the N-terminus domain of nucleocapsid (NC) protein from the Gag precursor ([@B13]). The processing of Gag has also been shown to be dependent on formation of the RNA dimer ([@B14]) and on interactions with the HIV-1 RNA genome ([@B15],[@B16]), indicating that maturation of viral proteins and RNA are tightly coupled events. Figure 1.Structural transitions involving SL1. (**A**) The 5′-leader in the HIV-1 RNA genome. Dynamical transitions between (**B**) metastable kissing and stable duplex SL1 dimers and (**C**) 'long distance interaction' (LDI) and 'branched multiple hairpin' (BMH) leader conformers. (**D**) Spectroscopic comparison of the SL1m mutant used in the NMR study and the wild-type kissing dimer. Base-pairs added to stem I are shown in italic. Residues exhibiting significant chemical shift differences relative to the wild-type kissing dimer are shown in red. Overlays of 2D ^1^H--^15^N and ^1^H--^13^C and HSQC spectra of SL1m (in black) on corresponding spectra of the wild-type SL1 kissing dimer (in red) in the absence of Mg^2+^ are shown. Peaks from the GC-rich loop in the kissing dimer are indicated using an asterisk and those belonging to the GAGA SL1m tetraloop labeled in italic. Guanine imino signals that could not be assigned are labeled with a question mark. Similar unaccounted for guanine peaks have been reported in previous NMR studies of SL1 ([@B41]). One of those peaks has a weak NOESY cross peak to G2 consistent with a G1 assignment. Through comparison with spectra of elongated SL1m, one uridine and two guanine signals could also be assigned to alternative forms of terminal residues G1, G2 and U34. In the absence of Mg^2+^, the U10 imino signal could not be observed while that of U11 could only be observed at low temperatures (5°C).

*In vitro* studies show that treatment of kissing SL1 dimers with the NCp7 protein (the maturated form of the Gag NC domain) results in the formation of a more stable duplex dimer in which two SL1 molecules are held together by extensive inter-strand base-pairing ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B17],[@B18]). This duplex dimer is believed to be a key component of the *in vivo* maturated heat-stable dimer. The conformational pathway between the kissing and duplex SL1 dimer is thought to involve the melting and reannealing of strands without disrupting the loop--loop interaction ([@B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23; @B24; @B25]) though an alternative mechanism involving a transesterification mechanism has also been proposed ([@B26]).

There is evidence that dimerization and packaging of the HIV-1 RNA genome is further regulated by another conformational switch involving SL1 and the poly(A) hairpin in the 5′-leader ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). The 5′-leader RNA can adopt two distinct conformations that migrate at different rates on native polyacrylamide gels ([@B27],[@B28]). Secondary structure prediction and chemical probing suggest that the faster migrating species adopts an extended 'long distance interaction' (LDI) conformation that cannot be converted into dimers because the SL1 apical loop is masked by base-pairing with the poly(A) hairpin ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@B28]). The slowly migrating species is believed to be the conventional 'branched multiple hairpin' (BMH) conformer which is capable of dimerizing since the SL1 apical loop is exposed and available for self-pairing ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@B28]). Chemical probing experiments show that LDI can be converted into BMH by addition of NCp7 and that Mg^2+^ stabilizes BMH over LDI ([@B9],[@B27],[@B28]). This conformational switch is proposed to regulate dimerization and possibly packaging of the HIV-1 genome ([@B27],[@B29]).

NC is known to bind single-stranded RNA particularly regions that have exposed guanine residues ([@B30],[@B31]). In addition to the GC-rich apical loop, a candidate site in SL1 for NC binding is the highly conserved A271G272G273 × G247 internal loop ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The internal loop has been shown to be essential for the kissing--duplex transition and for proper packaging of the HIV-1 genome ([@B22],[@B32]). Chemical probing experiments show that guanine residues G272 and G273 in the internal loop are accessible in the context of the 206 nt Ψ HIV-1 RNA ([@B33]). Footprinting data on a 401-nt fragment of the HIV-1 RNA leader shows that G272 and G273 are both strongly accessible in the free RNA and strongly protected upon binding to GST-tagged Gag or NC ([@B34]). Fluorescence experiments on isolated SL1 constructs show that NCp7 can bind to both the apical loop and internal loop ([@B23],[@B35]). More recent studies using electrospray ionization-Fourier transform mass spectrometry show that the interaction between NC and the internal loop is key for inducing the kissing--duplex structural transition whereas the interaction with the apical loop can inhibit dimer formation ([@B36]). Five NMR structures reported for various SL1 constructs containing the internal loop show different conformations and levels of accessibility for internal loop residues G272 and G273 making it difficult to assess if they are structurally available for NC recognition ([@B37; @B38; @B39; @B40; @B41]). These NMR structures were all determined in the absence of divalent ions which are known to affect the SL1 structural transitions ([@B9],[@B23],[@B24]).

The involvement of SL1 in two distinct functionally important structural transitions raises the possibility that its structure codes for inherent plasticity that allows these conformational changes to take place in a specific and regulated manner. The kissing loop has been shown to be flexible particularly in the absence of Mg^2+^ ([@B42; @B43; @B44]) and this plasticity is believed to facilitate the exchange of strands during the kissing--duplex transition ([@B23],[@B45],[@B46]). There is also evidence that the internal loop introduces flexibility into SL1 that is essential for the kissing--duplex transition. SL1 kissing dimers containing the internal loop can spontaneously convert into duplex dimers in the absence of NCp7 when incubated at 55°C whereas corresponding constructs lacking the internal loop cannot even in the presence of NCp7 ([@B22]). Thus far, two NMR studies of SL1 monomers in the absence of Mg^2+^ provide conflicting views regarding the presence/absence of flexibility at the internal loop ([@B37],[@B38]).

In this study, we used a combination of NMR techniques, including residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) ([@B47],[@B48]), dynamically decoupled spin relaxation ([@B49]) and chemical shift mapping to quantitatively characterize the internal flexibility of an SL1 monomer containing the internal loop and how it varies upon Mg^2+^ binding. Our results suggest that the SL1 internal loop codes for internal flexibility that renders the upper stem a dynamical nucleation site for strand exchange during the kissing--duplex transition. We show that Mg^2+^ specifically binds to the internal loop stabilizing the overall SL1 structure while maintaining high local mobility in internal loop residues G272 and G273 making them available for NC binding. We suggest that by stabilizing SL1, Mg^2+^ deters spontaneous kissing--duplex transitions from taking place making the process more dependent on NC binding and thus ensuring that RNA and protein maturation occur in concert.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparation
------------------

Uniformly ^13^C/^15^N-labeled SL1m, SL1 and elongated SL1m (E-GC-SL1m and E-AU-SL1m, see [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A) NMR samples (0.6--1.0 mM) were prepared using standard *in vitro* transcription reactions as previously described ([@B49]). The buffer used in NMR experiments contained 15 mM sodium phosphate, 25 mM sodium chloride, 0.1 mM EDTA, and pH ∼6.4 in 8% ^2^H~2~O. NMR sample for the measurement of RDCs contained ∼15 mg/ml of Pf1 phage (Asla Biotech) ([@B50],[@B51]). The kissing SL1 dimer was prepared following the previously described procedure ([@B22]).

NMR spectroscopy
----------------

All NMR experiments were conducted at 298 K (unless stated otherwise) on an Avance Bruker 600 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance 5 mm cryogenic probe. Spectra were processed using NMRPipe/NMRDraw ([@B52]), analyzed using NMRView ([@B53]) and overlaid using SPARKY 3 ([@B54]). Non-exchangeable resonances were assigned using standard methods ([@B55]) and were consistent with assignments reported previously for the same construct ([@B38]). With the exception of terminal residues G1, G7 and G26, all expected exchangeable imino signals belonging to Watson--Crick base-pairs (G2, U34, G33, U5, G31, U10, U11, G12, G22, U14, G21 and G15) could be assigned using the 3D 1H--15N HSQC-NOESY experiment in the absence or presence of experiment in the absence or presence of Mg^2+^.

A total of 52 one bond C--H and N--H RDCs (^1^*D*~C1′H1′~, ^1^*D*~C2H2~, ^1^*D*~C5H5~, ^1^*D*~C6H6~, ^1^*D*~C8H8~, ^1^*D*~N1H1~ and ^1^*D*~N3H3~) were measured in duplicate in Pf1 phage (∼15 mg/ml) ([@B50],[@B51]) in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ as previously described (see Figure S4 and Table S1) ([@B56; @B57; @B58]). Average RDCs were used in subsequent analysis whenever possible. Imino ^15^N longitudinal (*R*~1~) and transverse (*R*~2(CPMG)~) relaxation rates and ^1^H--^15^N NOEs were measured in E-SL1m in the presence of 10 mM Mg^2+^ using 2D experiments ([@B59],[@B60]) as previously described for free E-SL1m ([@B49]). The *R*~1~ and *R*~2(CPMG)~ relaxation delays were 0.06, 0.12, 0.24, 0.48, 0.64, 0.80, 1.2 s and 0.0062, 0.0124, 0.0248, 0.0372, 0.0496, 0.0620, 0.0744 s, respectively. Resonance intensities were measured and normalized as previously described ([@B49]). Mg^2+^ chemical shift titrations were performed by recording 2D ^1^H--^13^C or ^1^H--^15^N HSQC spectra following incremental increases in the MgCl~2~ concentration (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.6, 3.2 and 5.0 mM).

Data analysis
-------------

RDCs measured in non-terminal Watson--Crick base-pairs were used to compute best-fit order tensors ([@B61; @B62; @B63]) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) using the programs RAMAH ([@B64]) (an in-house modified version of ORDERTEN_SVD) ([@B62]) and idealized A-form helices constructed using Insight II (Molecular Simulations, Inc.) as previously described ([@B65]). The order tensor uncertainty due to RDC measurement uncertainty and A-form structural noise ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) was computed using the program Aform-RDC ([@B65]). The relative orientation of stems was determined by superimposing their respective order tensor frames ([@B62]). Three out of four degenerate solutions could be excluded based on structural constraints ([@B66]). The translational disposition of stems was determined approximately by modeling in the connector internal loop from the previous NMR structure of the same GAGA SL1m mutant ([@B38]). The assembled SL1m structures were further validated through comparison of the experimental *S~zz~* direction with that predicted using the program PALES (differences ∼3°) ([@B67]). Inter-helical angles were calculated using in-house written software ([@B68]). An indirect order tensor fit was also carried out for internal loop RDCs using the previously reported NMR conformations \[1N8X ([@B38]); 2GM0 ([@B41]); 2D17 ([@B40])\]. In this analysis, central base-pairs in stem II (C13--G22, G12--C23, U11--A24 and U10--A25) were used to superimpose the idealized stem II helix against each NMR structure. Next, the best-fit order tensor determined for stem II ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) was used to back-predict internal loop RDCs for each conformation. This analysis was carried out on each model in a given NMR ensemble. Table 1.Order tensor analysis for RDCs measured in SL1m in the absence and presence of 5 mM Mg^2+^SL1mStem*N*CNRMSD (Hz)*R*ηϑ × 10^−3^ϑ~int~FreeI143.71.40.990.19 ± 0.041.68 ± 0.060.88 ± 0.04II172.90.90.990.14 ± 0.041.47 ± 0.03+Mg^2+^I146.10.70.990.15 ± 0.061.24 ± 0.060.99 ± 0.05II232.81.30.990.15 ± 0.041.23 ± 0.03[^1]

The ^15^N *R*~1~ and *R*~2~ values and their uncertainties were determined by non-linear least squares fitting of experimental data to monoexponential functions (Figure S6) as previously described ([@B49]). The relaxation data was subjected to an extended model-free analysis ([@B69],[@B70]) using the software Modelfree (Version 4.16 for Linux) provided by Palmer and co-workers ([@B71]) closely following the procedure described previously ([@B49]). This analysis assumed (i) the decoupling approximation ([@B69],[@B70]), (ii) an axially symmetric overall diffusion tensor, (iii) a diffusion tensor with *D*~ratio~ (*D*~//~/*D*~⊥~ = 5.8) and orientation computed using HYDRONMR ([@B72]) and the RDC-derived average SL1m + Mg^2+^ inter-stem conformation.

Insight II (Molecular Simulations, Inc.) was used to *in silico* elongate stem I in the RDC-derived SL1m + Mg^2+^ structure using a stretch of 22 bp. The resulting E-SL1m + Mg^2+^ structure was subjected to hydrodynamic calculations using the program HYDRONMR ([@B72]) as previously described ([@B49]). The HYDRONMR-computed diffusion tensor parameters and E-SL1m + Mg^2+^ structure were then used to compute ^15^N *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values using in-house software.

Mg^2+^-induced chemical shift changes were quantified using, , where Δδ~H~ and Δδ~X~ are the chemical changes in the ^1^H and ^13^C/^15^N dimensions, α is the ratio of the H and C/N gyromagnetic ratio. The apparent *K*~d~s were obtained by fitting to the following equation ([@B73]): where δ~obs~ is the observed chemical shift, Δδ~T~ is the chemical shift difference between the free and fully bound state, \[Mg^2+^\]~T~ is the amount of added MgCl~2~ and \[RNA\]~T~ is the RNA concentration obtained from its absorbance at 260 nm. The data was fitted using Origin (Origin Lab Corporation) in which the unknown values Δδ~T~ and *K*~d~ are optimized during the fit. Representative fits are shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C.

RESULTS
=======

Monomeric SL1m as a model for the stem--internal loop--stem element of the kissing SL1 dimer
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We characterized the stem--internal loop--stem element of SL1 using a previously reported monomeric mutant (SL1m) ([@B38]) that is impaired from forming dimers through replacement of the wild-type apical loop with a GAGA tetraloop ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). The lower stem I is also extended by three pairs to optimize synthesis by *in vitro* transcription ([@B38]). A previous NMR study used spectral comparisons to show that replacement of the wild-type apical loop with a UUCG tetraloop does not impact the structural integrity of the stem--internal loop--stem element of the SL1 kissing dimer ([@B39]). We examined if this was also the case for GAGA-loop SL1m mutant by comparing its spectra with those of the corresponding kissing SL1 dimer ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). Aside from the expected differences at residues near the loop ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D, highlighted in red), similar chemical shifts were observed for the two constructs ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D and S1), indicating that SL1m recapitulates the stem--internal loop--stem element in the kissing SL1 dimer ([@B38]). As we discuss in subsequent sections, similar exchange broadening and Mg^2+^-induced chemical shift perturbations were also observed in the two constructs, indicating that SL1m also retains the dynamical and Mg^2+^-binding properties of the stem--internal loop--stem element in the SL1 kissing dimer.

SL1 dynamically interconverts between alternative secondary structures causing partial melting of base pairs in the upper stem in the absence of Mg^2**+**^
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a previous study of a UUCG-loop SL1 monomer, internal loop resonances exhibited severe exchange broadening characteristic of micro-to-millisecond timescale motions and this precluded detailed NMR structural characterization ([@B37]). Replacement of the wild-type AGG internal loop with a GGA internal loop yielded an SL1 construct with far less broadening and higher (∼8°C) UV melting temperatures ([@B37]). In contrast, exchange broadening was not observed in the previous study of the GAGA-loop SL1m ([@B38]). Given that similar NMR buffer conditions were used in the two studies (absence of divalent ions), the source of this discrepancy remains unresolved.

In our study, we observed exchange broadening in resonances belonging to the internal loop and neighboring residues in the absence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The exchange broadening was also observed in the SL1 kissing dimer ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D and S1) and in SL1m constructs in which stem I was elongated by 22 bp (see [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). The broadening was also observed when using the same buffer (10 mM Tris-d11, pH ∼8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA in ^2^H~2~O) used in the previous NMR study of GAGA-loop SL1m (data not shown) ([@B38]). The broadening was however strongly dependent on temperature ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). It was very pronounced at 5°C in which the dynamic process appears to be in intermediate/slow exchange and virtually undetectable at 45°C in which the process appears to be in fast exchange ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). In this regard, it is possible that exchange broadening was not observed in the previous study of GAGA-loop SL1m because a relatively high temperature of 37°C was used to record NMR data ([@B38]). Figure 2.Conformational exchange in SL1m. (**A**) Representative spectra showing the temperature dependence of the exchange broadening at 5°C (in blue), 25°C (in black) and 45°C (in red). (**B**) Relative resonance intensities of non-exchangeable C--H resonances measured in SL1m at 5°C and 45°C. The intensities for a given type of bond vector are normalized to a minimum value of 0.1 as previously described ([@B49]). (**C**) Proposed dynamical equilibrium between SL1 conformers denoted 'A' and 'B' and possible intermediates denoted 'I' along the pathway involving a smaller number of hydrogen bond alignments. Residues undergoing the largest degree of exchange broadening are shown in red.

The exchanged broadened residues likely sample more than one conformation. In addition to the internal loop, broadening was observed at C30 below the internal loop in stem I and the three base-pairs above the internal loop in stem II (C9-G26, U10-A25 and U11-A24) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). These base pairs have non-observable or weak imino signals indicating that their hydrogen alignments deviate from ideality ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). The observed broadening and hydrogen bond melting pattern is consistent with a dynamical equilibrium involving two distinct SL1m secondary structures (referred to as 'A' and 'B', [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) that was previously proposed based on secondary structure prediction ([@B39]). Conformer A contains an asymmetric internal loop and is observed in all NMR structures reported to date ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Conformer B contains a symmetric internal loop and two base bulge and has not been directly observed in any structural studies. The A to B transition possibly via one or more intermediates (I) involves replacing Watson--Crick residues A25 and G26 in conformer A by internal loop residues A27 and G28 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). This leads to changes in the local environment of the internal loop and three upper base-pairs where exchange broadening is observed ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, shown in red). It also leads to transient melting/reannealing of the two upper base-pairs (C9-G26 and U10-A25) explaining why their imino signals are exchange broadened beyond the limit of detection ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). In this context, the reduced exchange broadening observed in the GGA SL1 mutant ([@B37]) can also be attributed in part to its inability to slip into the B conformer. Together, these results suggest that the SL1m internal loop transiently unzips the upper stem by stabilizing more than one conformation involving distinct hydrogen alignments.

Mg^2+^ binds the internal loop, arrests the dynamical exchange and stabilizes the upper stem
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All NMR structures reported thus far for SL1 containing the internal loop have been determined in the absence of divalent ions. To examine if Mg^2+^ binds to the SL1m internal loop, we performed chemical shift titration experiments in which 2D HSQC spectra were recorded following incremental addition of Mg^2+^ up to 5 mM. Very large chemical shift perturbations were observed that are indicative of specific Mg^2+^ binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). The apparent *K*~d~s range between 0.9 and 7.0 mM but for the internal loop, they cluster in a relatively narrow range (0.9--1.9 mM) indicative of tight Mg^2+^ binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Similar Mg^2+^ chemical shift perturbations were observed in the kissing SL1 dimer (Figure S1B). Figure 3.Chemical shift mapping of Mg^2+^ binding to the SL1m internal loop. (**A**) Overlay of 2D ^1^H--^13^C and ^1^H--^15^N HSQC spectra of SL1m recorded in the absence (in black) and presence (in red) of 5 mM Mg^2+^. (**B**) Residues undergoing the largest Mg^2+^-induced chemical shift perturbations (top 20% for a given type of resonance) and that yield the tightest binding (*K*~d~ \< 2.0 mM) are highlighted on the SL1m secondary structure in red and using a black box, respectively. (**C**) Representative titration curves as a function of total Mg^2+^ concentration with apparent *K*~d~ values shown at the end of each curve.

Interestingly, the largest chemical shift perturbations, which reflect Mg^2+^ localization effects and/or Mg^2+^-induced changes in the SL1 conformation, were observed precisely at the residues that exhibit marked exchange broadening in the internal loop and the upper stem ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). The exchange broadening at these sites is markedly reduced upon Mg^2+^ binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, see also [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This is accompanied by the appearance and intensification of imino signals belonging to U10 and U11 respectively in the upper stem ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) for which an A--U Watson--Crick hydrogen bond alignment could be established directly using the J~NN~-COSY experiment (Figure S3) ([@B74],[@B75]). An additional Watson--Crick guanine imino signal appears which could not be directly assigned but which may correspond to G26 (lack of NOE connectives with U10 is not surprising given that the U10 signal remains somewhat weak). Similar spectral changes were observed for the kissing SL1 dimer (Figure S1B). These results suggest that Mg^2+^ binds and stabilizes the SL1m internal loop and in doing so arrests the dynamical exchange and partial melting of the upper stem.

Local conformation of the stem and internal loop in the absence and presence of Mg^2**+**^
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used RDCs ([@B47],[@B48],[@B76],[@B77]) measured in Pf1 phage ([@B50],[@B51]) to characterize the local conformation of the two stems in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^. In particular, we used an order tensor analysis ([@B62],[@B65],[@B78],[@B79]) to examine the fit between the stem RDCs and an idealized A-form helix structure. This provided a basis for evaluating whether conformer A or B is the dominant species in solution ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). RDC ([@B58],[@B63],[@B80; @B81; @B82; @B83; @B84]) and other studies ([@B65]) show that the idealized A-form helix is an excellent model geometry for non-terminal Watson--Crick base-pairs in different RNA contexts.

RDCs belonging to hydrogen-bonded Watson--Crick base-pairs (as inferred from the imino 2D ^15^N--^1^H HSQC spectra) were included in the order tensor fit which was carried out independently for each stem. The best-fit order tensor and idealized A-form geometry were then used to back-predict all of the measured RDCs including ones not included in the fit. For both stems, excellent agreement was obtained for RDCs measured in the hydrogen-bonded base-pairs both in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, filled symbols). The observed root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) between measured and predicted RDCs (0.6--1.4 Hz) is well within the estimated RDC experimental uncertainty (∼2.5 Hz, see Figure S4). In contrast, the agreement was variable for the loop and adjacent residues that were excluded from the order tensor fit ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, open symbols). Figure 4.Order tensor analysis of RDCs measured in stem I in the (**A**) absence and (**B**) presence of Mg^2+^ and in stem II in the (**C**) absence and (**D**) presence of Mg^2+^. Correlation plots between measured and back-calculated RDCs when independently fitting stem order tensors to an idealized A-form geometry are shown. Data that was excluded from the order tensor fit is shown in colored open symbols. The root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) and correlation coefficient (*R*) are shown on each plot. The corresponding fits obtained when including all RDCs in the order tensor fit (excluding C9--G26 in stem II) are shown in the insets.

For stem I, very poor agreement was observed for terminal residue C30 immediately below the internal loop in the absence ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) but not in the presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). The same residue exhibits severe exchange broadening that is significantly reduced upon Mg^2+^ binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, for G7 below the internal loop which does not exhibit severe exchange broadening either in the absence or presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A), good agreement was observed both in the absence ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) and presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, Mg^2+^ binding appears to stabilize a Watson--Crick geometry for the G7--C30 base-pair primarily by affecting the alignment of C30. An excellent stem I order tensor fit (RMSD = 0.7 Hz) could be obtained in the presence of Mg^2+^ when including all RDCs from the G7--C30 base-pair ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B, inset).

The only significant deviation in stem II was observed for terminal residue C9 both in the absence ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) and presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). This deviation may reflect an alternative conformation that accommodates inter-helical kinking (see below). The remaining base-pairs (U10--A25 to G15--C20) show an excellent fit both in the absence ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C, inset) and presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, inset). Thus, despite difficulty in observing imino signals for U10 and U11 in the absence of Mg^2+^, the RDCs suggest that these residues are part of an interrupted A-form helix as expected for conformer A but not conformer B both in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^. This however does not rule out dynamical averaging with the B conformer or other intermediates if these species are populated to a low level (\<10%) such that their contributions to the population-weighted RDCs is negligible ([@B85]). The observed chemical exchange broadening and RDCs suggest that Mg^2+^ arrests the dynamical exchange by stabilizing the A conformer.

Mg^2**+**^ binding does not significantly affect the average internal loop conformation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The RDCs measured in the internal loop in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ were very similar (Table S1). After accounting for the differences in degrees of order in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), the RMSD between the free and Mg^2+^ RDCs in the internal loop is only 2.9 Hz noting that comparable differences are expected due to differences in the orientation of overall alignment (*S~zz~* direction differs by ∼5°, data not shown). This indicated that the Mg^2+^ binding does not significantly alter the SL1m internal loop conformation.

We further investigated the internal loop conformation by evaluating the fit between the measured RDCs and internal loop conformations reported in three previous NMR structures \[1N8X ([@B38]), 2GM0 ([@B41]) and 2D17 ([@B40])\] determined in the absence of divalent ions. Although there is considerable variability in the internal loop conformation in the NMR ensembles, many of the models reproduce the RDCs. As expected, similar agreement was observed for free and Mg^2+^ RDCs (Figure S5). Overall, the RDCs are consistent with the G8--A27 mismatch reported in all three structures. For residues G28 and G29, which are implicated in NC binding ([@B32],[@B34],[@B86]), the RDCs are consistent with conformations in which G29 is extrahelical and accessible (e.g. most 2GM0 models as well as models 10, 14 and 18 in 1N8X) and G28 stacked onto A27 in a more intra-helical conformation (e.g. models 7 and 8 in 2D17, models 6 and 12 in 1N8X and models 13 and 14 in 2GM0). Interestingly, the C1′H1′ RDCs in A27, G28 and G29 were all nearly zero both in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ (Figure S5). Similar values were reported in the Mg^2+^-free duplex structure ([@B41]). While it was possible to find static conformations that can reproduce these RDCs (Figure S5), one cannot rule out the presence of extensive dynamical averaging which goes to attenuate the measured RDCs.

Mg^2**+**^ binding arrests inter-helical motions without significantly altering the average inter-helical alignment
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The order tensors determined for stems I and II using the idealized A-form helix were used to determine the relative orientation and dynamics of the stems in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^. Three order tensor elements define an order tensor frame (*S~xx~, S~yy~, S~zz~*) that describes the average orientation of each stem relative to the applied magnetic field. The average relative orientation of stems can be determined by superimposing their respective order tensor frames ([@B62],[@B63],[@B79]). The inter-helical SL1m conformation determined in this manner in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ is shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A and B, respectively. In both cases, the inter-helical angle only slightly deviates from coaxial alignment (10 and 14°, respectively). The differences between the bend/twist angles obtained in the absence (10 ± 4°/8 ± 15°) ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A) and presence (14 ± 4°/39 ± 15°) of Mg^2+^ is small and comparable to the experimental uncertainty which takes into account both the RDC uncertainty and A-form structural noise ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B65]). Thus, as observed for the internal loop, Mg^2+^ binding does not significantly alter the average relative orientation of the two stems. The observed inter-helical bend/twist angles are in good agreement with the range of values reported in previous NMR structures of SL1 containing the same AGG internal loop (17--27°/28--65°, 14--24°/24--72°, 5--42°/48--78° for 1N8X, 2GM0 and 2D17, respectively). Figure 5.Relative orientation and dynamics of the two SL1m stems in (**A**) the absence and (**B**) presence of Mg^2+^ derived from order tensor analysis of the stem RDCs. The values of the inter-helical bend and twist angles together with the amplitude of internal motions obtained from the ratio of stem GDOs assuming an isotropic cone motional model are shown.

We previously reported evidence for nanosecond stem motions in SL1m in the absence of Mg^2+^ using motionally decoupled ^15^N spin relaxation data ([@B49]). The order tensor analysis also yields a generalized degree of order (GDO, ϑ) which can be used to assess motions between the two stems ([@B79]). Unlike spin relaxation data, which is used to probe internal motions at nanosecond and faster timescales, the GDO is sensitive to internal motions spanning a wider range of timescales (less than millisecond). The GDO describes the degree of alignment experienced by each stem ([@B79]). While rigidly held stems should experience a common degree of alignment and therefore report identical GDOs, inter-stem motions can result in different degrees of stem order and hence stem GDOs ([@B79]). The stem GDO ratio, referred to as the internal generalized degree of order (GDO~int~, ϑ~int~), provides a measure of inter-stem motional amplitudes, ranging between 1 for inter-stem rigidity and 0 for maximum inter-stem motions ([@B79]).

In the absence of Mg^2+^, the GDO computed for stem II (1.47 × 10^−3^ ± 0.03) was smaller than that computed for stem I (1.68 × 10^−3^ ± 0.06), yielding a GDO~int~ value of ∼0.88 ± 0.04 ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This indicates that the two stems dynamically reorient relative to one another in the absence of Mg^2+^. Remarkably, the amplitude of inter-stem motions obtained using RDCs are very similar to those obtained independently by ^15^N spin relaxation data (*S*~s~ = 0.79^1/2^ = 0.89) ([@B49]), indicating that the inter-stem motions occur at nanosecond timescales and that little to no inter-stem motions occurs at micro-to-millisecond timescales. The larger degree of order observed for stem I is consistent with having the flexible hinge closer to stem II which is expected given the partial melting of its three lower base-pairs. Assuming isotropic motions in a cone ([@B63],[@B87]), the observed GDO~int~ value translates into inter-stem motional amplitudes of ∼23°. This yields an SL1m conformation with the inter-helical angle that can vary dynamically between ∼0 and ∼33°. A similar range of bend angles (5--42°) is observed in the ensemble family of three previously reported NMR structures of SL1 containing the AGG internal loop ([@B38],[@B40],[@B41]).

In stark contrast, the stem GDOs obtained in the presence of Mg^2+^ are very similar (1.24 × 10^−3^ ± 0.06 and 1.23 × 10^−3^ ± 0.03 for stems I and II, respectively), yielding a GDO~int~ value that is close to unity (0.99 ± 5%) ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that while Mg^2+^ binding does not significantly affect the average orientation of the two stems, it arrests their relative motions stabilizing the global SL1m conformation.

Collective and librational motions in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ from dynamically decoupled ^15^N relaxation data
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While the similar GDOs observed for the two stems in the presence of Mg^2+^ is consistent with a rigid inter-stem alignment, an alternative possibility is that by stabilizing the three lower base-pairs in stem II, Mg^2+^ equalizes their contribution to total alignment. Under such conditions, similar stem GDOs could be observed even in the presence of inter-stem motions ([@B68]). To rule out this possibility, we applied a recently described domain elongation to independently examine stem motions in SL1m using ^15^N relaxation data ([@B49]). Domain elongation by 22 bp is carried out using two constructs which are designed to reduce spectral overlap due to elongation residues ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@B49]). The elongation serves to slow down overall molecular tumbling providing an opportunity to probe stem motions by spin relaxation methods. Figure 6.Extended model-free analysis of ^15^N relaxation data measured in E-SL1m in the absence ([@B49]) and presence of Mg^2+^. (**A**) Secondary structure of E-GC-SL1m and E-AU-SL1m. ^13^C/^15^N-labeled and -unlabeled residues are shown in color and gray, respectively. (**B**) 2D ^1^H--^15^N HSQC spectra of the imino region of E-GC-SL1m + E-AU-SL1m (black) overlaid on non-elongated SL1m (red) in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^. Watson--Crick guanine signals that could not be directly assigned using NOESY data are labeled with '?' and may correspond to either G26 or G7. (**C and D**) E-SL1m dynamics in the absence of Mg^2+^ ([@B49]). (**C**) *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values measured in guanine (filled circles) and uridine (filled diamonds) residues in stems I (red) and II (green) in the absence of Mg^2+^. Values predicted using hydrodynamic calculations are shown as black open circles. Error bars represent the measurement uncertainty. (**D**) Dynamical parameters for E-SL1m in the absence of Mg^2+^ obtained previously ([@B49]) from an extended model-free analysis ([@B69],[@B70]). The time constants/amplitudes for fast (τ~f~/*mfcaret*; S~f~caret;2) and slow (τ~s~/*mscaret*; S~s~caret;2) internal motions are shown. (**E and F**) Dynamics in E-SL1m in the presence of 10 mM Mg^2+^. (**E**) Measured *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values (filled color symbols) and those predicted hydrodynamically assuming a static conformation (black open circles) and a population-weighted average of free and Mg^2+^- bound states (see text) (filled gray circles). The error bar in the latter reflects different relative populations of free and bound states due to the spread of the observed *K*~d~s (0.9--7.0 mM corresponding to a free population ranging between 20 and 60%, respectively). (**F**) Dynamical parameters obtained in the presence of 10 mM Mg^2+^ using extended model-free analysis of the ^15^N relaxation data. Results for loop residue G16 (open symbol) varied considerably when using different input E-SL1m + Mg^2+^ conformations that reflect the RDC uncertainty and is therefore considered to be unreliable.

In the previous study of E-SL1m, we used spectral comparisons such as those shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B to show that elongation does not disrupt the structural and/or dynamical integrity of SL1m. The similar exchange-broadening pattern ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B) and Mg^2+^-induced chemical shift changes ([Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B and S2) observed in SL1m and E-SL1m further suggests that elongation does not affect the dynamical and Mg^2+^-binding properties of SL1m. To this end, we measured ^15^N relaxation data (Tables S2 and S3) in E-AU-SL1m and E-GC-SL1m ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A) in the presence of 10 mM Mg^2+^. Assuming two-state binding with an average *K*~d~ ∼ 2.0 mM ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C), ∼70% of E-SL1m is expected be in the Mg^2+^-'bound' state.

As shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E, Mg^2+^ binding led to a significant increase in the stem II *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values without significantly affecting the stem I values ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E). The resulting *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values measured in stems I and II are for more similar in the presence of Mg^2+^ ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E). This is exactly as would be expected if Mg^2+^ binding caused a reduction in the amplitudes of inter-stem motions. The stem II *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values remain smaller than stem I and/or values predicted assuming a static RDC-derived SL1m + Mg^2+^ conformation ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E, open symbols). This is not surprising given that ∼30% of E-SL1m is expected to be on average in the dynamical free state. Interestingly, very good agreement is observed between the measured stem II *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values and those back-predicted assuming a population-weighted average of free (measured experimentally) and Mg^2+^-bound (computed hydrodynamically) *R*~2~/*R*~1~ values ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}E, in gray).

The ^15^N relaxation data measured in Mg^2+^ was analyzed using the extended model-free analysis ([@B69],[@B70]). This analysis was repeated for a range of input E-SL1m conformations that reflect the uncertainty in the inter-stem alignment obtained by RDCs. With the exception of loop residue G16, for which the dynamical parameters obtained varied considerably depending on the input conformation, consistent dynamical parameters were obtained for all stem base-pairs (data not shown). The dynamical parameters obtained using the best-fit E-SL1m + Mg^2+^ RDC-derived conformation is shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D and Table S3. The time constant for overall rotational diffusion (τ~M~ = 22.3 ± 0.1 and 23.5 ± 0.1 ns for E-AU-SL1m and E-GC-SL1m, respectively) is very similar to the hydrodynamically predicted value (22.2 ns) ([@B72]). Relative to free E-SL1m ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D), Mg^2+^ binding leads to a uniform increase in the values and thus decrease in the local N--H librations suggesting local stabilization of the two stems ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}F). A larger uniform increase in the values of stem II is also observed indicating that Mg^2+^ binding causes a reduction in the amplitudes of stem motions ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}F). Though small changes in the time constants for librations (τ~f~) and stem motions (τ~s~) are also observed upon Mg^2+^ binding, comparable variations were observed when using distinct input SL1m conformations that reflect the RDC measurement uncertainty (data not shown).

Local internal loop dynamics in G28 and G29 in the presence of Mg^2**+**^
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the previous study of free E-SL1m, the C--H resonance intensities exposed internal motions that evade detection in non-elongated SL1m because they occur at timescales approaching overall molecular tumbling ([@B49]). Ignoring chemical exchange, the intensities of non-exchangeable C--H resonances reflect the reorientation of dipolar and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensors relative to the applied magnetic field. Placement of the base dipolar and ^13^C CSA tensors nearly perpendicular to the long axis of diffusion renders the base stem I intensities near maximum values expected from anisotropic tumbling of a rigid molecule ([@B49]). Thus, resonances that exhibit higher intensities correspond to regions with added-on internal mobility occurring at timescales faster than overall molecular tumbling.

To gain further insight into how Mg^2+^ binding affects the dynamics of SL1m, we measured resonance intensities in SL1m and E-SL1m in the presence of Mg^2+^ at 25°C and compared results with intensities observed in the free state ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). For free SL1m, small variations in intensities are observed which are reduced upon Mg^2+^ binding ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, due to the resolving power afforded by elongation, the intensities in free E-SL1m exhibit much wider variations from site to site that are indicative of variable degrees of internal motions ([@B49]). The changes in intensities following Mg^2+^ binding are also far more significant in E-SL1m compared to SL1m ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition to a decrease in exchange broadening in and around the internal loop, the stem II and GAGA tetraloop intensities experience a significant reduction, consistent with a long-range arrest of inter-stem motions. A significant intensity reduction is also observed for A27 possibly reflecting stabilization of the G8--A27 mismatch though new exchange-broadening contributions cannot be ruled out. Remarkably, and in stark contrast, a significant increase in the intensities is observed for the base moieties of G29 and to a smaller extent G28 ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D). This suggests that Mg^2+^-binding activates nanosecond local motions in the base moieties of G29 and to a lesser extent, G28. However, it is also possible that these motions were present in free E-SL1m but they were masked exchange-broadening contributions that are reduced upon Mg^2+^ binding. Though spectral overlap in non-elongated SL1m did not permit measurement of the corresponding resonance intensity or RDC for G29, elevated intensities are not observed for G28 in SL1m ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B) most likely because the motions occur at timescales approaching overall molecular tumbling. The high mobility observed at G29 and G28 in the presence of Mg^2+^ is significant given that these are precisely the internal loop residues that are implicated in NC binding ([@B33],[@B34]). Figure 7.Dynamics in E-SL1m in the absence and presence of Mg^2+^ from motional narrowing of resonances. The normalized resonance intensities as a function of residue in the presence and absence of Mg^2+^ for (**A and B**) SL1m and (**C and D**) E-SL1m at 25°C are shown. Resonance intensities are obtained from non-constant time ^1^H--^13^C HSQC experiments. The intensity for a given type of C--H vector is normalized to a minimum nominal value of 0.1 indicated by a horizontal line. Peaks that exhibit exchange broadening as inferred from the temperature-induced perturbations were not used in the above normalization and generally have intensities \<0.1.

DISCUSSION
==========

SL1 is a highly conserved stem-loop in the HIV-1 leader RNA that is believed to be involved in functionally important structural transitions that are modulated by Mg^2+^ binding and that are catalyzed by NC. In our study, we examined the dynamical and Mg^2+^-binding properties of the SL1 structure with the goal of obtaining new insight into the molecular basis of its structural transitions.

Our study suggests that the highly conserved SL1 internal loop sequence specifically destabilizes the upper stem by allowing formation of two (or possibly more) competing secondary structures ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). This conformational equilibrium is intricately dependent on the sequence of the AGG internal loop and neighboring residues in stem II. For example, the reduced exchange broadening observed in the GGA internal loop mutant can be explained by its inability to slip into the B conformer ([@B37]). A similar argument could be used to explain the higher stabilities of other SL1 internal loop mutants ([@B37]). Interestingly, a uridine-substituted SL1 internal loop does not disrupt dimer formation but results in a mutant virus with diminished genome packaging ([@B86]). In addition to possibly interfering with NC binding, the uridine substitution is expected to impair formation of the B conformer and thus stabilize the internal loop and upper stem.

SL1 kissing dimers containing the internal loop can spontaneously convert into duplex dimers at 55°C in the absence of Mg^2+^ whereas constructs lacking the internal loop cannot ([@B22]). Our results show that the internal loop introduces internal flexibility into the SL1m structure that can promote the kissing--duplex transition. The transition requires the exchange of strands between monomers in the kissing dimer which in turn requires that strands from the two monomers come into close proximity. The two stems above the internal loop are likely candidates for initiating strand exchange since they are the most closely positioned in the kissing dimer ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Studies have shown that the kissing--duplex transition can occur without disrupting the loop--loop interaction ([@B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23; @B24; @B25]). The two monomers can be brought into close proximity without disrupting the loop--loop interaction by rotating each monomer around a direction perpendicular to the C2 axis of symmetry. Such a rotation ensures that C2 symmetry is maintained in the dimer during the transition. This leads to formation of an intermediate in which base-pairs in the upper stem are proximate and poised to form both inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonding. Such an intermediate has previously been proposed ([@B23]) and recently visualized by molecular dynamics simulations in the context of short kissing SL1 dimers lacking the internal loop ([@B25]). The inclusion of the internal loop is expected to destabilize the upper stem making its base-pairs a key nucleation site for initiating the melting, exchange and reannealing of strands. This would explain why constructs lacking the internal loop cannot undergo the kissing--duplex transition spontaneously ([@B22]). Due to inter-helical kinking, the lower stems are not expected to be in immediate register in the intermediate and inter-stem flexibility may play a role in bringing the lower stems into proper register for completing strand exchange ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 8.Proposed role for internal loop-induced dynamics and Mg^2+^ binding in spontaneous and NC-dependent SL1 structural transition between kissing and duplex dimers.

Our results show that Mg^2+^ binds to the SL1 internal loop region without significantly altering the average SL1 structure. Electrostatic calculations on the SL1m structure determined in the absence of Mg^2+^ ([@B38]) shows that residues that experience the largest Mg^2+^-induced chemical shift changes belong to regions with strong negative electrostatic potential (Figure S7). The RDCs and relaxation data do however show that Mg^2+^ arrests the dynamical equilibrium stabilizing the hydrogen bond alignments in the upper stem while simultaneously reducing inter-stem motions. In this regard, Mg^2+^ binding is expected to reduce the likelihood for spontaneous kissing--duplex transitions in SL1 constructs containing the internal loop. So far, only one study has explored the effects of Mg^2+^ binding on the spontaneous transition in SL1 constructs containing the internal loop. Using a ribozyme-based cleavage assay to monitor the kissing--duplex transition, this study showed that increasing the Mg^2+^ concentration (up to 100 mM) resulted in an increase in the probability for spontaneous kissing--duplex conversion ([@B24]). However at the low RNA concentrations used (∼0.01 mM compared to ∼1 mM used in other studies) the encounter of monomers may be rate-limiting and Mg^2+^ may increase the probability for encounter by stabilizing the loop--loop interaction ([@B23]).

*In vivo*, the transition between kissing and duplex dimers as well as between the LDI and BMH conformers is believed to be catalyzed by NC protein which is known to bind to exposed guanine residues ([@B30],[@B31]). Previous mapping studies have shown that G28 and G29 are accessible in the context of the 206 nt Ψ HIV-1 RNA ([@B33]). Footprinting data on the 401-nt fragment of the RNA leader show that G28 and G29 are both strongly accessible in the free RNA and strongly protected upon binding to Gag and NC ([@B34]). A recent study suggests that NC binding to the SL1 internal loop is largely responsible for driving the kissing--duplex transition whereas binding at the apical loop inhibits dimer formation ([@B36]). The latter study also showed that NC binding to the SL1 internal loop is similar whether in the monomer or kissing dimer context further validating the relevance of our dynamical results on monomeric SL1m ([@B36]). Remarkably, our results show that while Mg^2+^ causes stabilization of the internal loop and upper stem, it increases or retains significant local flexibility in the base moieties of G28 and G29 likely making them available for NC binding. The RDCs measured in the presence and absence of Mg^2+^ are also consistent with an extra-helical conformation for G29 ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B41]). In this manner, Mg^2+^ binding may help ensure that the kissing--duplex conversion does not occur spontaneously and prematurely but rather only following NC binding ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The conformational pathway may involve the ejection of stabilizing Mg^2+^ ions by the basic region of NC which has been shown to be sufficient for catalyzing the dynamical transition ([@B88]).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

Supplementary Data is available at NAR Online.
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[^1]: The number of measured RDCs (*N*), the condition number (CN) ([@B79]) describing the orientational spread of the RDC-targeted bond vectors, the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) and correlation coefficient (*R*) between measured and back-predicted RDCs, the order tensor asymmetry (*η* = \|*S~yy~* − *S~xx~*\|/*S~zz~*), generalized degree of order (ϑ) and internal generalized degree of order (ϑ~int~) are shown.
